
WRITING A GOOD NURSING RESUME

How to Write a Nursing Resume. According to the National Association of Healthcare Recruiters, the word recruitment is
defined as, â€œthe search for the best .

How many beds are there in your hospital? Using sites such as Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn allows you to
expand your networking circle and also helps potential employers find your professional profile. When writing
your career objective, clarify why your skills, certifications, and prior achievements will benefit patients and
support other medical professionals. As a healthcare employee, this section is crucial to include on your
resume. Arrange six to eight skills from most to least important. Keep networking. If you are not able to come
to an agreement within your acceptable range, it is perfectly acceptable and advisable to walk away. Even if a
nurse does not meet all the standards, they should still apply if they can impress during the interview. You can
write about them in your education section. Use data on average salaries for the job title in your area. The
following tips can help you with your job search. Not listing the correct license or certification could get a
resume rejected instantly. Tip the scales by submitting a well-formatted and visually engaging resume, but do
not go overboard with font shifts and coloration. First, there are certain critical details that every nursing
resume should include when applicable. Firstly, you will need to include in your nurse resume the duties you
have experience with and are mentioned in the job description, trying to match them as close as possible.
Nurses need to use the resume style that best suits their particular skill set and the position they are vying for.
You earn a certificate from educational institutions after you complete a series of classes. The healthcare
industry is a conventional field, so it is best if your resume uses a traditional format. Be very specific to your
line of work e. The preferred sectional order is education, licensure, state designations, certification, awards
and honors, and additional certification. You do not need to supply a full home address; city, state, and if
residing outside the U. However, the ATS may also unnecessarily reject suitable nurses as part of automated
software processes. How do you write a nursing resume that gets all these points across? What Is ATS? Did
you help your nursing manager or other team members implement better patient care policies? In other words,
you often utilize your hard and soft skills to accomplish your duties. Below is a list of terms we pulled from an
actual job listing for an ER Nurse. The Career Objective is effective because it immediately tells the hiring
manager the critical information they need to hire you. Keep it concise and neat. Try to include a lot of
information to describe your full experience in the medical industry; Other experience: sometimes it is
important for the employer to know your experience outside of healthcare; this is a section where you can
mention it; Skills summary: review the keywords from the job, make a list of skills that match all the skills
listed in the posting; Education, Certification, Training, etc. A successful sample will help you to figure out
how to build your future paper; you will be able to select the information to include in the sections. You need
to organize this document correctly without errors. Three main resume formats exists, each with their unique
structure and distinct purpose: the reverse chronological, the functional, and the combination. Experienced
nurses, especially those with clinical specializations, benefit most from this resume form. A list of where you
did placements in school and for how long you did them List your clinical rotations and the hours you worked
in each one ALL previous nursing job roles you filled, and a summary of what your duties were in that role.
Bullet points should begin with an action verb Action verbs give your resume a feeling of life and gusto.
Remember Benefits. Find out what they want in an ideal employee and tailor your application accordingly.
Know What You Expect. Licensure, Certifications: To become a registered nurse, you earned state-specific
license. Types of Nursing Resumes Ultimately, a resume represents the individual person, their academic
standing, professional achievements, personal qualities, and career potential. Picking the right document type
helps immensely. How many hours did you work per rotation? You do not need to include high school
information because it is irrelevant to employers or graduation dates to avoid age discrimination. Remember to
include the specific skills listed in the job description if you have them.


